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0. Introduction. Most of the papers in cohomology of groups have been

theoretical [1], [3]-[6], [8], [9], [13], [14], rather than computational. The following

list describes all the (published and unpublished) computations I am aware of.

Atiyah [1, p. 60] calculated the integral (cohomology) ring of the quaternion group

Q of order 8. Wall [16] obtained the additive structure of split cyclic-by-cyclic

extension. He could not get the ring structure. Cartan-Eilenberg [3, Chapter XII,

§7] calculated the cohomology of a cyclic group with any coefficients, and gave an

explicit diagonal map. Evens [6] wrote down the cohomology ring of the dihedral

group D of order 8. Unfortunately, he did not publish the details of his calculations.

Nakaoka [9] calculated the homology ring of symmetric groups with coefficients

Zp and in [10, p. 52] found the cohomology ring of S4, coefficients Z2. Cardenas [2]

calculated the ring of 2p2, coefficients Zp. Täte [15] got the integral homology ring

of any finitely generated abelian group.

Finally, Norman Hamilton and Arnold Shapiro got the integral cohomology

ring of Zp I Zp, but neglected to write it down.

In this paper, I will find the integral cohomology rings of groups of order /»3,

except for Q and D. I merely sketch the abelian cases, as they are trivial.

1. Review of basic facts.

1.1. We recall some basic results on change of groups, transfer, and spectral se-

quences. Throughout this paper, all G-modules are left G-modules, all exact sequen-

ces of G-modules are assumed Z-split, and all groups are finite (in many places, this

last assumption is superfluous). Let G, G' be groups, A, A' be G (resp. G')-modules.

Definition. A change of groups </>: (G, A) -> (G', A') is a pair (<p, a) such that

9>: G' -*■ G is a morphism, and a: Aw -*■ A' is a G'-morphism.

A change of groups </> induces a morphism </>*: Hn(G, A) -*■ Hn(G', A'), «50.

</>*  is  obtained as  follows: Let  I be a  G-projective resolution of Z,   Ta

G'-projective resolution of Z. The comparison theorem gives a homotopy class of

chain maps Y1+ Xw. For £ e Hn(G, A), with representative cocycle A: Xn -> A,

we let ç6*(A) be the image of

incl
A e HomG (X, A) -► HomG. (Xw, Aw)

f*                                «*
_ -> HomG. ( Y, Aw) -> HomG-(T, A')
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under the composition a* of* o t. Let </>*($) e Hn(G, A') be the cohomology class

of <£*(«). It is easy to see that <f>* is independent of the choice of X and Y. If

(G,A)Ê+(G',A')*+(G",A") are changes of groups, then if we define (G, A)

__> (G", A") in the obvious way, it is a change of groups, and (</t o <p)* = t/j* o j,*.

In particular, if A : G -> G is an automorphism, we get a change of groups

X: (G, A) ̂  (G, AM) given by A: G -> G and identity AiM-+Am. In terms of

standard cocycles, this is given by [«] e Hn(G, A) -> [h of] e Hn(G, Am), where

/: BG -+ BGm is f([gl,..., g„]) = [X(gl),..., X(gn)], f a G-morphism. For A = Z,

trivial action, this gives a rz'g«/ action of Aut (G) on H*(G, Z), which evidently

preserves products. If A = G-module, H<=G, subgroup, aeNG(H), then o induces

X„:H^-H, Xa(h) = a~iha=h0. Let X= G-projective resolution of Z. Then

(77, A) _> (77, .4) given by A„ : H^ H, A <i.A is a change of groups. The corre-

sponding/: X-j- Xihii) is multiplication by a'1. Thus A* is got as follows: For

[h]e Hn(H, A), h; Xn-> A, cocycle, form ah, where ah(x) = ah(a~1x). Then

^[«]=[<7«]- As <7-*-Aff is an antimorphism of G-^-AutG, [«] -> A*[/z] gives

a /e/z zzc/zo« of NG(H) on H*(H, A). In terms of standard 77-cocycles,

A«A]af»i,...,__D-a-*(W,...,*_D

[8, p. 117]. For we now use/: BH -+ BHiXa) such that

/([«l,...,«n])  =   [Aff(«i),...,Aff(«n)],

and then compose with A <_/4.

1.2. As Cor commutes with coboundaries, the following commutes

Cor
Pf 2(77, Z) - -» Pf 2(G, Z)

3

77'(77, ß/Z) - ^> P/HG, Ô/Z)

" Cor "
Horn (H, Q/Z) -> Horn (G, ß/Z)

Let G = U ^Tf, disjoint, gai = aniUh(i, g). Given/: 77-*» Q/Z, morphism, we have:

Cor/: g^2i f(h(i, g)).
The proof is an easy calculation, which we leave to the reader.

1.3. If 1 -»■ H -> G -> A-> 1 is a group extension, yl a G-module, then there is a

spectral sequence P2_>77*(G, _) [8], where P2-^P/'(A, PP(7f, /I)). In case ,4 = P

= a G-ring, the isomorphism E2=v H*(K, H*(H, R)) is an isomorphism of bigraded

rings, up to a sign: if a e Hl(K, H'(H, R)), ß e Hk(K, H'(H, R)), then <p(aß)

= (- iyk<p(*)<p(ß)- A check on this is provided by noting that in H*(K, H*(H, R))

we have

(1) aß = (-l)ik + »ßa,

whereas in P2 we need

(2) <p(a)<p(ß)=(-iy^V/SM«).

n~r
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With the sign (-l)ik, <p transforms (1) into (2). Recall also the commutative

diagrams [4, p. 227]
inflation

I.   H*(K, R") -> H*(G, R)

epi
mono

-> E*-°

II.   H*(G, R)

epi

Y

c-0,* _
J-tix,

Res
-> H*(H, R)c

Mono

Corollary (I) => : in a split extension, since Inf is then mono, we have £¡f-0 g E*,-0.

Corollary (II) => : universal cycles of E2'* are in the image of the restriction.

Remark. It can be shown that from the E2 term on, the spectral sequence

(including the multiplication and differentials) is an invariant of the extension.

2. The restriction-corestriction sequences.    Suppose 1 -> ri -> G -> A' -> 1 is a

group extension, such that K is cyclic of order s, with generator k. The exact

sequence

e              k-l               e
(1) 0 <- Z <- ZK <- ZK <- Z <- 0

is an exact sequence of G-modules, via inflation. Let X=Ker e = Im (k- 1). We

get:

(2)    0^-

(2)' 0

e a

Z <— ZK <— X

ZK

0. Apply the long exact sequence of

0 cohomology. This gives:

(3)
Hk~\G,Z)

P*

Hk(G, X)

Hk(G, ZK) Hk(G, Z)

(3)'
Hk~\G, X) -> Hk(G, Z)

^> Hk(G, ZK) — Hk(G, X)

By Shapiro's Lemma, [3, p. 196], Hk(H, Z)ü> Hk(G, ZK) is an isomorphism.

If X= G-projective resolution of Z, co arises from the associativity

cu: HomH (ZG ®G X, Z) s HomG (X, Horn« (ZG, Z)).
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We check rapidly that Cor = e,,. o w> Res = co-1 o 0*. Also, the action k: H*(H, Z)

-*. H*(H, Z) is carried by u> into the map k* : H*(G, ZK) -*■ H*(G, ZK), induced

by k.ZK^ZK Thus:

Proposition 2.1. Given 1 -> //-> G-^ K-> 1 a K={k}, cyclic, we get exact

sequences
o -

-► Hk~\G, Z) -► Hk(G, X) -^U Hk(H, Z)

Cor 8
-► Hk(G, Z) -► Hk + 1(G, X) ->■ ■ ■

(4)

(4)'

8                        Res
+ Hk~\G, X) -► Hk(G, Z) -► Hk(H, Z)

■+ H*(G, X) -> Hk + 1(G, Z).

Here fi* ° v* = A: - 1 : Hk(H, Z) -> Hk(H, Z).

Remark 2.0. We could have used Täte cohomology and obtained the same result.

Remark 2.1. If A is any module, then as 0 ■*- Z«- ZK^ ZK^- Z<-0 is

Z-split, hence so is

0 -> Horn (Z, A) -> Horn (ZK, A) -» Horn (ZK, A) -> Horn (Z, A) -> 0.

Therefore, this is exact ,4 s Horn (Z, A), and if X, X = image-kernel, we get

sequences (4), (4)' with A in place of Z

Remark 2.2. We can get several puny results directly from (4) and (4)'.

(1) If G is a/7-group, and H2n(G, Z) = 0, H2n + 1(G, Z)=0, then G={1}. For let

H < G, of index p. As k - 1 =/*„. ° v* : Hk(H, Z) —> Hk(H, Z) is an isomorphism,

for A: = 2«, 2«+ 1, we see that A: has no fixed points. But {k}, Hk(H, Z) arep-groups.

Therefore Hk(H,Z) = 0, k = 2n,2n+l, implies that H={1}. By induction this

implies that G=ZP, a contradiction. Hence G = {1}.

(2) If I <] Hx <] H2 <] ■ ■ ■ <] Hr = G such that Hi/Hi_x cyclic, then \H3(G, Z)|

= ni=í \Hi/[Ht, H¡]\. There is an alternative treatment of these sequences. Let

X=a complete resolution for Z,

M = {O^ZK^-ZK^O},    M* = Horn (M, Z).

The bicomplex HomG (X, M*) gives rise to two spectral sequences. If

T = H*(HomG(X,M*)),

we find easily the sequences:

(5) -► fr-^G, Z) ^> Hi + 1(G, Z)

.LU r + 1 -^-> H\G,Z) —% Hi + 2(G,Z)

(5)' 0 —» H\H, Z)K -ÍU T< + 1 -*U 77i + 1(G, Zf —► 0,
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where e o p = Res, t o /_ = Cor. Here _ = inf x, xE 772(A, Z), a maximal generator.

Again, this holds for any module in place of Z.

3. Multiply periodic resolutions.

3.1. Definition. G is periodic if and only if there is a natural isomorphism of

functors, H°(G, )xHn(G, •), for some «>0. The least such « is the period of G.

Call it «(G).

It can be shown that «(G) is always even [3, Chapter XII, §11].

Theorem 3.0 (Artin-Tate). G is periodic if and only if

G = cyclic,   p odd,

= cyclic or generalized quaternion, p = 2.

Proof. See [3, Chapter XII, §11].

Corollary. If G is periodic, then so is any subgroup. Thus Zp © Zp cj: G, for

any p.

The least « such that H°(G, ■ )p xHn(G, ■ )p is called the p-period of G, denoted by

np(G). np(G) < oo if and only if Gp is cyclic, p odd, or cyclic or generalized quaternion,

p = 2, [3, Example 11, p. 265], «(G) = l.c.m. {np(G):p\ \G\}.

Theorem 3.1 (Swan). If G is p-periodic, then

np(G) = 2\NG(GP)/CG(GP)\,   p odd,

= 2,       if G2 cyclic,

= 4,       if G2 generalized quaternion.

Proof. [12].

Definition. G is spheriodic if and only if G acts freely on Sn, some «.

Definition. G is uniodic if and only if G has a fix-point free unitary representa-

tion.

It is easy to see that uniodic implies spheriodic implies periodic.

Theorem 3.2 (Milnor). If G is spheriodic, then every involution lies in the center.

Proof [Amer. J. Math. 79 (1957), 623-630]. AsZ2 ©Z2d:G, there is at most

one involution in G.

Example.   _-3 is periodic of period 4, but not spheriodic.

Lemma 3.3. Let 1 ->77->-G_> A-> 1 be a group extension. If M is an 77-

projective G-module, N a K-projective module, then M <g) N, with action g(m (g> n)

=gm ® Tr(g)n, is G-projective.

Proof. See [4, p. 231]. The proof given there for the split case works in general.

Definition. If C, C are chain complexes, a morphism /: C ->■ C is called a

chain map of degree r if (1)/: Cn -*■ Cn+r for all «, (2)fd = (- l)r df
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Lemma 3.4. Let X be a complete resolution of Z, and suppose f: X-> X is a chain

map of degree —n. Then there exists r¡ e Hn(G, Z) such that, for all G-modules A,

the mapf*: H{(G, A) -> Hi+n(G, A) is just cup-product with r¡.

Proof. Let e: X0 -> Zbe the augmentation. Then e °fn: Xn -» Zis an n-cocycle,

representing a class r¡ e Hn(G, Z). The verification that/*=?jU is routine, and we

omit details.

Definition. A finite complex C is n-spherical if and only if C has the homology

of an «-sphere. Thus,

C = {0^-Z^-C0<-^-Cn^-Z<-0}

is exact.

Lemma 3.5. If H <\ G, and H possesses a spherical projective complex, then there

exists a spherical G-complex which is H-projective.

Proof. Let r=\G:H\, C=an «-spherical projective //-complex. Let C be the

augmented complex of C, with degrees raised by 1. Form Cr=C<g>--.®C

(r times). Let C=the deaugmented complex of Ù, with degrees lowered by 1.

Kiinneth=>C is (nr + r— l)-spherical.

As shown in [4, p. 231], C is a £r <■ //-complex, where 2r acts by permuting

factors, and Hr acts pointwise. A choice of left coset representatives for H in G

yields a monomorphism i> : G -> 2r ? H. Make C a G-module via pullback by i>.

This G-module structure is independent of the choice of coset representatives [4].

H <] G implies that <b(H)<^Hr. Lemma 3.3, iterated, implies that C is Hr-

projective, hence H is projective under $.    Q.E.D.

Suppose now that H and G/H are periodic. By [14], [7] we know that H and G/H

possess spherical projective complexes, C and D. By Lemma 3.5, we may suppose

that C is a G-complex.

Let

C = {0+-Z+-C0<-<-C6«-Z«-0}.

Splicing yields periodic

D = {0+-Z<-D0<-*-£>a^Z^0}

resolutions X, Y of Z, X an //-projective G-resolution, Ta G///-projective resolu-

tion. Let/: X^- X, g: Y^- Y be the chain maps of degree -(b+l), —(a + l),

respectively, given by

identity identity
/: -^i + 6 + i *" Xi,       g: Yi + a + 1 - ►  Y¡.

(Recall that a+l, 6 + 1 are necessarily even.) Form W= Y® X. This is doubly

periodic, and by Lemma 3.3, is a G-projective resolution of Z. If e: W'->- Z is the

augmentation, then e ° (g <g> 1), e ° (1 ®/) are cocycles.

Set Vx = [eo(g® 1)], T)2=[e o (1 ®/)], r,x e H* + \G, Z) and r,2 e Hb + \G, Z).
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By Lemma 3.4, if <p: W^ Z is a cocycle, then ^ u [<p] = [<p ° (gx 1)]. Thus, to

multiply [<p] by r¡x one translates <p a+1 units east. Similarly for ij2.

By iteration of the above procedure, one proves :

Theorem 3.6. If 1 <¡ 77,. < 772 <\ ■ ■ ■ <¡ Hr = G is a chain of subgroups, each

normal in G, and such that 77i + 1/77¡ is periodic, then G possesses an (r+l)-ply

periodic projective resolution of Z.

Remark. One might hope that the cohomology classes corresponding to the

perpendicular directions in a multiply periodic resolution would be algebraically

independent in some sense. This seems incorrect. Thus if 1 ->Z4 -> Q ->Z2 -> 1,

Q = quaternion group, let r¡ = inflation of the maximal generator of Z2. -n corre-

sponds to a translation in the obvious doubly periodic resolution. But tj2 = 0 (see

§4). Again, for groups of type II, we will see that the inflations rju t¡2 of xa, Xb

e H2(G/Z(G), Z) satisfy /nx'r)2=rl2rix- But Vi, V2 correspond to mutually perpendic-

ular directions in a triply periodic resolution of G.

3.2. We now look at the special case G = (x,y : xm—yn—l, xy=yx) such that

n\m. Set A = ZG. The obvious doubly periodic resolution here is w/=2u-o A_u

(direct). Let _¡,,=0 if z'<0 orj<0. The boundary is

ëaU = Tv°i -1,i - Txfli.i -1 h J oáá>

= Nya¡ _ x,j+Nxßtj _ x       i, j even,

- TyCk-x,f - Nxau_ x        i odd, j even,

= AVi-x.i+TxOtj- x        i even, j odd,

with Tx = x-1,   Nx = 2¡m-o1 xm, and so on.

The periodicity chain maps r}i,V2- W-± W are of degree -2. i?i: _i>;->_i-2,„

V2- a¡j ->> _i,,-2. The associated cocycles are rjx : _20 -^- I, altl -*■ 0, a0,2 -*■ 0. Let

a=[vx], ß e fo] in 772(G, Z). rj2: a0¡2 -> 1, _ltl -► 0, _2,0 -► 0. By inspection, we

see that all 3-cocycles are multiples off: a03 -> 0, „12 -> -«z/«, „21 -» 1, „30 -> 0.

Let f = [/]e^3(G, Z). We see easily that H*(G, Z) = Z[a,ß, F) as ring. The

only possible relations are of the form £2 =p(a, ß) = polynomial in a and ß. If

|G| is odd, then i2=0. If |G| is even, £2 may or may not be zero.

Example. G=Zt ©Z2 = (x,y: xi=y2 = l, xy=yx).

Proposition 3.7. 7/*(Z4 ®Z2,Z)=P[a, ß] ® E(F). That is, 4ß=2a = $2 = 0 are

the only relations.

Proof. It is enough to show ¿2 = 0. Let j: Z __!_>. Z2. This gives j* : H*(G, Z)

-*■ H*(G, Z2), a ring morphism.

77*(Z4 © Z2, Z2) s 77*(Z4, Z3) ® 77*(Z2, Z2)

by Kiinneth. [17, p. 68] says that 77*(Z2, Z2)=P[ux], deg zzi = 1. A simple-minded

calculation, using [5, Chapter XII, §7], gives H*(Zi, Z2)=P[v2] ® P(zz2), with
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deg «2 = 1, deg v2 = 2. In terms of our resolution, we may take representative

cocycles

ui'-aXo^-l,   aoi-^0>   "2:ûoi-»-1>   axo-+0,   v2:aQ2->l,   a„->-0,   a20->0.

Cupping with u\ shifts a cocycle two units east. As £ is represented by aX2 -> — 2,

a2X -> 1, a03, a30 -*■ 0, clearly/^!) = w2"2. Therefore j*($2) = u2u$ = 0. By inspection,

7*: He(G, Z) -*■ H6(G, Z) is mono except on powers of ß. Res<JC>(í) = 0, implies

that |2 is no such power. Hence £2 = 0.

Remark. In §4 we will give a second proof of this fact, using the spectral

sequence.

4. Abelian, quaternion and dihedral groups.

4.0. In [1, p. 61], Atiyah showed that if Q = quaternions, then H*(Q, Z)

= Z[a,ß,x], deg a = deg ß=2, deg* = 4, with relations 8x = 2a = 2/S=a2=/32=0,

<xß=4x.

In [6], Evens stated that for D = dihedral of order 8, H*(D, Z) = Z[a, ß, v, Q,

deg a = deg/? = 2, degv = 3, deg £ = 4, with relations 4£ = 2a=2jS = 2v = 0, v2 = a£,

ß2 = aß.

4.1. R. G. Swan pointed out that using the Bockstein A it is easy to get

H*(ZP@ZP,Z). Indeed H*(ZP ®ZP,Z„)^H*(ZP,ZP) ® H*(ZP,ZP) by Kiin-

neth. It is well-known that H*(Zp,Zp) = E(u) ® P(v), degw=l, degf = 2, Au=v,

(p odd), and H*(Z2, Z2)=P[v], degf=l, At> = i;2. The Bockstein arises from the

sequence

P        J
0 —>Z-^Z^-*ZP —* 0,

which yields exact sequences

8
0 —> Hk(Zp © Z„ Z) —> Hk(Zp © Zp, Zp) —> Hk + 1(Zp © Zp, Z) —> 0

(because H*(ZP ©ZP,Z) is of exponent/» in positive dimensions: Kiinneth gives

us the additive structure of H*(ZP ®ZP,Z)). A=j* o 8. As /» is mono, KerA

= Ker 8 = H*(ZP © Zp, Z). A is a derivation, and we can calculate KerA readily.

As./'* is a ring morphism we get:

Proposition 4.1. H*(ZP © Zp, Z)=P[a, ß] ® E(p), deg a = deg ß = 2, deg fi = 3,

p odd; H*(Z2 © Z2, Z)=P[a, ß] (g> Z[p], deg a = deg ß = 2, degp = 3, with relations

p2 = <xß2 + ßa2.

In a similar fashion we find

Proposition 4.2. H*(ZP © Zp © Z„ Z) = Z[a, ß, y, p, v, x, ¿] (p odd), where

deg a = deg ß = deg y=2, deg ft = deg v = deg x = 3, deg 1=4. TAe relations are

^2   _   „2   =   x2   =   ¿2   =  0j av+J8x + yAl  =  0,

y/x = ai,    vx = yi,    pv = 0£,    /x£ = vf = x£ = 0.
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77*(Z2 © Z2 © Z2, Z) = Z[a, ß, y, p, v, y, £], where the degrees are the same and

p2 = aß2 + ßa2,    v2 = ßy2 + yß2,    y2 = V«? + ay2,

av + ßX + yp = 0,     i2 = a2ßy + ß2ya + y2aß,

XP = _| + aßy,    vx = yî + aßy,    pv = ß£ + aßy,

p£ = «ß(v + x),   "f = ßy(x + P),   XÜ = Ya(p + ")■

4.2. Proposition 4.3. 77*(Zp2 ®Zp,Z)=P[a,ß] <g> E(x) for all p, where

deg a = deg ß = 2, deg y = 3, p2a=pß =px = 0.

Proof. Let G = (x, y: xp*=yp = 1, xy=yx). Consider the spectral sequence of the

extension 1 -* Zp» -> G -> Zp -+ 1. E2-¡s T/^Zp, „ '(Z-*, Z)), P|-°^Zp2j8, _T|'a sZpX.

Using the multiplication rule in [3, Chapter XII, §7], we find that a, ß, x generate

E2. Thus,

P2*-° = 2 2a\   El-* = 2 2ß\   El2 = 2 Zo}ß © Zx'x.
.. i-0 ¡=0 (=0

Also,

a: £U   __U   £f + 2.,-      (iJ  ̂   0)) j8. £J.i   ̂    £i.J + 2      p  ;>   QJ >   0)

As the extension is split, the terms on the base are never hit. (See §1.3, Corollary

I.) This means that a, ß, x are universal cycles, whence E2 = EX. If p odd, then

degx = 3 implies that x2=0 m 77*(G, Z). Thus for p odd we have our result. If

p = 2, we must prove x2 = 0- In DOtn cases we will be very explicit about a and ß.

We choose a = inf x„ - 772(Z2, Z), /3 = inf x* - 772(Z4, Z), x*, Xy being maximal

generators. As 772(G, Z) 2a Horn (G, ß/Z), and as Inf and S commute, we can take

a: x -> 0, y -> 1//7, ß: x -> l/p2, y ->■ 0. Now let/> = 2. Define A e Aut (Z4 © Z2) by

A: jj -> jx2, _ -»> xy. We find that aA = _ + 2/S, ßA=ß+a, where we let A also desig-

nate the induced ring automorphism of 77*(Z4 ®Z2,Z). As H3(G, Z) = Z2x, we

must have xA = X- Since x2=0 in E2 = Ea0, any relation will be of the form xz

=aaß2 + ba2ß + ca3. Apply A to this. We find

X2 = aaß2 + ba2ß + ca3 = a(a + 2ß)(ß2 + a2) + b(a + 2ß)2(ß + a) + c(a + 2ß)3

= 2aß3 + aaß2 + ba2ß + (a + b + c)a3.

As ß3, a2ß, aß2, a3 are linearly independent in P2 = Pœ, hence(2) in H*(G, Z), we

conclude that a + b = 0 (2), 2a = 0(4). Hence __ b = 0 (2). So our relation boils down

to x2 = ca3. But a glance at the spectral sequence of 0 -> Z2 -»> G -*> Z4 ->■ 0 shows

that Res~2 (x) = 0, ResZ|2 (_) = Xv Applying ResZ2 to our relation thus gives: 0 = cx3,

implying c=0. Thus x2=0 as desired.   Q.E.D.

Remark 4.4. In the above discussion we have used a, ß, x to denote elements of

E2 = EX and elements of H*(G, Z) which map onto the former under the projection

maps 7i-r in the exact sequences

0 -* H\G, Z)r + 1 -> 7P(G, Z\ -> EU1" -> 0.

We will continue this convenient abuse of notation in future sections.

(2) As F = inf xic, we know that />2j3' = 0 in H*(G, Z).
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5. Groups of type I. C. T. C. Wall has calculated the additive structure of

H*(G, Z), where G is a split extension of cyclic groups [16], as follows:

Proposition 5.1 (Wall). Let G = (x,y : xr=ys=l,y-1xy=xt). Then H2l(G, Z)

=ZS © 2u<i ZQk © Zhi, where hz = (tl- 1, r), k^d'-l '". r), H2i + 1(G, Z)

= Ik<iZQkandqi = hikJr.

Wall also noted that in the spectral sequence of

1 —>- Zr -> G —> Zs -> 1,

E2 = E<x>- I will consider the special case r=p2, s=p, t=l+p. As p = 2 implies

G=D, I will suppose/» odd. As

ht= p     if p\i,

= P2   if P\i,
k¡=p, so

tfi = 1    P\i,

= p   p\i.

Proposition 5.1 now gives us the additive structure. In particular, H2i(G,Z)

=ZP@ZP if i<p, =ZP@ZP2 if i=p, and H2i + 1(G,Z)=0 for 0<i<p. Let

//=<*>, K=(.yy. We have E\¡'^H\K, HS(H,Z)). H*(H,Z)=P[ß], deg/3 = 2,

p2ß=0. As H <¡ G, y acts on H*(H, Z). H2(H, Z) ^6 Horn (H, Q/Z), and the action

of y commutes with 8. y~1xy = x1 + p.

Letß:H-+ Q/Z. ß(x)=l/p2. Then

yß(x) = yß(y-ixy) = (l+p)/p2.

Thus yß = (l +p)ß, and yß' = (l +p)'ß' = (l +pi)ßl, sincep2ß=0. Thus, we find:

W(H,Zy = p   if p\i,

-A  if/*'.
where ß{=pß\

By periodicity,

//'(/i:, //'(//, Z)) ~ //°(/«:, //'(//, Z))   i even,

<t> -
~ H\K, H'(H, Z))   i odd,

where c6 = aU, a e H2(K, Z), a maximal generator. As NyH'(H, Z) = Ny(ßi)=pß\ so

KerNy=pßi. Hence

H°(K,Hi(H,Z)) = 0,       if p\i,

= Zß\   if p\i,
where pß=0.

H\K, H\H, Z)) = 0, if p\i,

= pZß\   if p\i.

Applying </>, we get: (setting i=ßp) (and letting xeE2-2p be a generator) E%-2i

= Zßiata, where j=j0 + ap, 0ïjo<p, E2-¡ = 0 if 2p\j or j odd, f£0. £a*'°=2f-o ^«'»

E!¡*'i=Z<¿i*ii-i, /even, = ZXa(i" 1>/2{J'"\ iodd,y>0.
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We can now see that E2=Em. For as extension (*) is split, the terms on the base

are never hit. Thus, a, ßx, ■ ■ -, ßP-x, Í, X are aH universal cycles, and generate P2.

Therefore E2 = Ea0-x is of odd degree, so x2=0. In E2 = EX, ß2x=ßißj=0, all i,j,

and p2t = 0. I claim p2i = 0 in H*(G,Z). For if not then Ç would be a maximal

generator, implying G is periodic [3, Chapter XII, §11]. Contradiction. Done.

Conceivably, /Si/SJ=„uai+y, du^0, or ßix = diaix, dt^0. To investigate, we use the

restriction-corestriction sequences. From our P„ term we find

|7P(G, Z)| =0     /odd,11 0 < i < 2p.

= p2   i even,

Proposition 2.1 yields

0 -> H2l~\G,Z) -> H2i(G, X) -> H2i(H,Z)

Cor
-> H2i(G,Z) -> H2i + 1(G, X) -► 0

and
Dp-

0 -> H2'-\G, X) -> H2i(G,¿) -> H2i(H,Z)

-> H2i(G, X) -> H2i+1(G,Z) -> 0.

As Im (Res2i) = Zßt, of order/? (cf. Corollary II, §1), we get

iTf^-^G, X)\ = p,    \H2i(G, X)\ =p,       1 S i < p.

Hence |Im (Cor2i)| =p (lSi<p). Thus CorjSVO, /jCorß^O (lSi<p). The

formula Cor (Res (a) ■ b) = a Cor b [3, Chapter XII, §8], and Resa=0, implies

aCor/3' = 0. And Res Cor ßi = Nyßi=pßi=ßi. Thus, in H*(G,Z) we can choose

ßi = Cor ßl (see Remark 4.4), so that pßx=0, aßt=0 in 77*. Now suppose ßißj = da1+'.

Thus implying 0 = aßißj = dai + i + 1 which implies d=0. And if ßix = daix, then

0 = a/S¡x = í7ai+1x. As ai + 1x^0 in 77*, so z7=0. We summarize our results in the

following

Theorem 5.2. If G=(x,y : xp2=yp = l, y~1xy=x1+p), then the ring H*(G,Z)

= Z[a,x,l,ßx,-.-,ßP-xl dega = 2, degßt = 2i, degí = 2p, degx = 2p+l, with

relationsp2i=pa=px=pßt = 0, x2 = 0, ßla=ßiX=ßißJ = 0, all i,j. If ß e 772«x>, Z)

is a maximal generator, we may take ßt = Cor ß\

6. Groups of type II.

6.1. Let G = (A, B : AP = BP=[A, B]P=[A, [A, B]]=[B, [A, B]]=l). Let C=

[A, B] = B-iA~1BA. Thus AlBA = BC. Set a}= \H'(G, Z)\. Our calculation of

77*(G, Z) will proceed in leisurely steps.

Step 1. A proof of the inequality aj + 2pSpv + xot.j, all/ Also, the observation that

for z Sp, _', ai~1ß,..., ß' are linearly independent, and that for i<p, a'p, a1 " 1ßp,...,

aj8<_V are likewise linearly independent. (Here, a, ß e H2(G, Z), peH3(G,Z)

are certain cohomology classes.)
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Step 2. The calculation of the E2 terms of the spectral sequences of the extensions

i -> <c> -> G -> <Z, By -> i

and

1 -> H -> G -> (Ay -> 1    (split),

where H=(B, C>.

Sie/» 3. Using the restriction-corestriction sequences, we get enough information

to calculate the Ea terms.

Step 4. By observing the effect of automorphisms on the generators of H*,

we find the relations.

6.2. Let H=(B, C>, H < G. This has a 1-dimensional unitary representation as

follows: B acts as identity, C as multiplication by £, where t, = e2nilp. Form

CG ®h C, the induced representation. I <g> I, A <gi I,..., A"'1 ® I form a basis.

For this basis, A, B, C have matrices

-ßi:..::: îl'-f''-.   )•
\i  o   .   0/ \ £"-7

-(■ )

The induced representation is again unitary. Thus H acts on S1 c C, and G acts

on S2p-1^C, with C acting freely. Using the fact S2p~1 = S1 *■ • •* S1 (/»-fold

join), we will construct a G-invariant decomposition for S2"'1. In S1, take e=l,

/={z | 0 ̂  arg z á 2tt//)} as generating cells for an //-invariant decomposition. Thus

the 0-cells are e, fa ..., S"-1*, the 1-cells/ £/,..., ^"Y, and set df=£e-e. Let

C(SJ) be the corresponding complex, i.e. C(S1) = {C0^-CX}. If ¿(S1^ augmented

complex with dimensions raised by 1, form C(S2p~1) = C(S1) <g>- • • <g> C^S1)

=/»-fold tensor product. Finally, set C(52p -1)=deaugmented complex of C(S2p "1),

with dimensions lowered by 1. As in §3, C(S2p~1) is a G-complex and is C-projective

(actually C-free). Take G = Uf^o1 AKH, yielding the monomorphism O: G -*■ 2P ? //.

CÍS2"-1) is made a G-complex via i>. If Xj ® ■ ■ • <g> xp is a typical decompos-

able element, then C(xx ®- ■ -®xp) = ixx ® ■ ■ ■ <8> £xP, 5(xi <g> ■ • • ® xp) = Xx ®

£x2 (g)- • • <g> ip_1Xp, A(xx (g>- • • <8> xp) = (-l)vxp <g> Xi <g>- • • ®xp_! where j>

= deg ̂ Œf^i1 deg x¿). Write

CiS2""1) = {Co «- Ci-t- • •«- Cp.i «-• • •*- Cap.J.
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We will examine the modules C¡, and will show that they are G-free except for

C0, Cx, Cp_! and C2p_i. Let xx ® • • • <8> xp e Cn be a decomposable element. Thus,

each x¡ is 1, or e, or/ The elements

B'Oxx ®- • • ® xp = 1% ® £i + 'x2 ® t2i + ix3 ® • • • ® £(p-1)i + >_P

will be distinct (1 $i,y </?), hence Z-independent, unless Cki+ixk + 1=xk + x(0Sk<p).

As the {/cz+y*} are incongruent modp, precisely one is divisible by/?, say k0i+j=0

(p). Thus xr= 1 for r^k0, hence

_i ® • • • ® Xp = 1 ® 1 ® • • • ® xko ® • • • ® 1,

with _fco = e or/ Thus our element lies in C0 or in Cx- It is easy to find the structure

of these modules. If A = ZG, then C0 = A(e ® 1 ®- • • ® 1). As P(e ®- • • ® 1)

= e®-..® 1, we see that C0 = Z(G/<_f». (Here, if we II, a subgroup, then

Z(II/7r)={x-7r | x e II} = left coset space, as a left Il-module.) Cx has elements of two

sorts: £ _ ® 1 ®- • -® 1 ® £'_ ® 1 ®- • -® l.and/® 1 ®- -.® 1. An element of

the first type generates a G-module £ A, and as before, A(f ® 1 ® • • • ® 1)

ztZGKB). Thus Cx^ZGKB} © P, with P G-free.

Now suppose the B^'xx ® • • • ® xp are all distinct. If the AkBiCix1 ® • • • ® xP

are all distinct, then Axj ® • • ■ ® xp £ A. The only Xi. ® • ■ ■ ® xp for which this

might fail must have all xf = e or all x¡=/, i.e. must lie in Cp_! or C2p-i (whence,

for iVO, 1,/?- 1,2/>- 1, C( is G-free). Consider x=£aie ® ia*e ® • • • ® £a»e 6 C,_i.

Note that on such elements A acts with sign +1 (this is essential to our calculation,

and depends on the fact that p is odd). Thus if the AkB'C'x are not all distinct,

then AkB'Cix=x, some k, i, j. Thus, (AkBiCi)rx=x. (Note/c^O.) (_fc_f'COr=

Ak'BirC,{r~mil2+jr. Choose rskr= 1 (p). In other words, we may suppose k=l.

ABlC'x=x implies BABl~1CiBx=Bx or ABlCi+1Bx=Bx. So replacing x by B~'x

let us assume /=0, or AB'x=x.x can be multiplied by a power of C, and the relation

still holds. So we can suppose _! = 0. Writing our equation as Bix=A"~1x, we see

that

e ® £"-+ii? ® £a3+2ie <g»...(g) £a,,+<¡>-lj¡e _  £a2e (g, ^a3g g,. . . g) £ope g, g

implies

-2 = 0, a3 = /, zz4 = 3/,..., ap = Cp..x,2Í,
or

x = e ® e ® £'e ® £3ie ® • ■ • ® {"»-».t'e.

For z'=0, 1,...,/?- 1, we get just/? nonfree components of Cp_i, so

Cp_ x S ZG/<,4> © ZG/(AB} © ■ ■ ■ © ZG/(AB"~ *> © P,   P G-free.

The case of C2p _x is entirely similar. At last we can compute. Consider

0 <- Z^- C0 *- d <-■ ■ »€- C2p_! «- Z«- 0,

and let X, T, K, IF, and U be the image-kernels at C0, Cx, Cp_2, Cp_x, and C2p_i,
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respectively. Applying Täte cohomology to the resulting exact sequences, and using

//'(II, Z(H/ir))ÄÄ'i(7r, Z), [3, p. 196], we get, for i odd, four long exact sequences,

plus two-dimensional shifts, for every /'.

(/odd):

0 -► H2(G, Z) -► Hi + 1(G, X) -► //i + 1«5>, Z)

(6.1) Cor
-> Hi + 1(G, Z) -y Hi + 2(G, X) -► 0,

0 -► W(G, X) -> Hl + 1(G, Y) -► Hl + 1«.B}, Z)

(6.1) <pi + x
-—> Hi + 1(G, X) -> Hi+2(G, Y) -> 0,

0 -► H%G, V) -► Hi+1(G, W) —* § Hi + 1«.AB'y,Z)
(6.1)" < = o

-> Ht+1(G, V) -► Hi+2(G, W) -y 0,

(6.1)-

"Res"   V0 -> H'(G, U) -> Hi + 1(G,Z) -> 2 Hi + l((ABly,Z)
( = 0

-> H' + 1(G, U) -► Hi+2(G, Z) -> 0,

H'(G, Y) s Hi+p-3(G, V),       H'(G, W) ¡¡ Hi+p-\G, U),       all i.

Here
"Res" maps £ -* (ResLo (a), ResLl (f),..., Res^ (£)),

where Lt = (ABly. Observe that for / odd, //i + 1«fi>, Z)^Hi + 1(Lt, Z)^ZP. So

with «j= |//'(G, Z)| we get

\Hi + 2(G, Z)\ g |//i + 1(G, Í7)| = |//'-p + 2(G, If)| </»p|//'-p + 1(G, F)|

= /»p|/7'-2p + 4(G, T)| á j»|Jär«-*,+»(G, IT)|

á /,P + 1|//f-2p + 2(G> z)|;   (i odd)j or tt(+2 < pp^ai_2p+2.

In exactly the same way we show that this holds for i even. Hence

(6.2) ai+2p g/»p+1«;   for all/

For/>0, this is an equality. However, I have not been able to prove this directly.

It is easy to see the following:

(1) Cor=0 in positive dimensions,

(2) cp, + 1=0 for i odd, i>0,

(3) "Res" is onto for ¿£2>-3, / odd.

The trouble is that I have not been able to show that 0, + x is onto in a suitable range.

As I have no further use for the above sequences, I will limit myself to a discussion

of the map "Res", and will estimate |Im ("Res")|.
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Proposition 6.1. If a, ß e H2(G, Z) are the inflations of maximal generators

Xa e H2((Ay, Z), xb e H2((By, Z), respectively, then a\ an~% ..., ß« e H2n(G, Z)

are linearly independent, for 1 ún^p.

Proof. Let Lt = (ABly, (0¿t<p). Set Lp = <5>. As H2(G, Z)^dHom (G, Q/Z),

we will take a, ß corresponding to a: A -> 1//», B-+0, ß: A ->0, B-^-l/p. Let

XteH2(Lt, Z)söHom(L„ Q/Z) correspond to ABt->l/p if Ogi</», and to

B -> 1 //» if í =/». Xi is a maximal generator. Let at=a—t~1ß,t^O,a0=ß,ap = a.

ResL, flp = Rest, (a) = Xi   7 ^ />,

= 0    j = p,

ResL, (a0) = ResLi (ß) = jXj   j ¥= p,

= Xp   J = £•

Hence

ResL, (at) = (1 -jt-l)Xi   j*P,tï 0,p,

= -t~lXv        j = P,t i= 0,p.

Thus we see that Res^ (at)=0 if and only if j=t, for all/ t. Recall that the powers

of a maximal generator are again maximal generators. Let /<= {0, 1,..., /»} be a

subset 3 |/| =«, 1 ún^p. Form a, = Ylie, au We have: Res^ (a¡)=0 if and only if

j e I. Choosing /, = {0,...,/..., «} clearly {a,0,..., a,J is a set of « +1 linearly

independent elements of H2n(G, Z). As it is a subset of the span of {an, an_1f9,.. .,ßn},

the latter set must consist of linearly independent elements. Q.E.D.

For smoothness of exposition, we will invoke the following theorem:

Theorem 6.2 (Kuo). If G is a group of odd order, 1^0, e=exponent ofH2,+1(G,Z),

then e2 divides the order ofG.

Proof. Tze-Nan Kuo, Thesis, University of Chicago, 1966.

Applying this result to our group of order/»3, we get pH21 + 1(G, Z) = 0, /^0.

Proposition 6.3. H3(G, Z)^ZP ®ZP, H\G, Z)^ZP ®ZP@ZP®ZP.

Proof. By Proposition 6.1, H2(G, Z)jl+ Hi(G, Z) is mono. Using the second

form of the Res-Cor sequences, we get

0 = H\G, Z) -^ H3(G, Z) -?-+ T3 -^ H2(G, Z) -^U H\G, Z)

implies H3(G, Z)xT3. Also (with K=(Ay),

0 -» H2(H, Z)K -> T3 -> H3(H, Z)K -y 0.

As //*(//, Z) = P[ß, y] <g> E(p), where ß: B -> 1//», C -> 0, y : B -* 0, C -> l/p, with

kß=ß, ky=y+ß, kp=p, k being the automorphism of H*(H, Z) induced by A,

we find that H2(H, Z)K = Zy, H3(H, Z)K = Zp, both of order /», implies p2 = \T3\

= \H3(G,Z)\,  and  Res : H3(G, Z) -> H3(H, Z)  is  epi.  Choose peH3(G,Z),
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Res p=p (convenient abuse of notation), v e H3(G, Z), Res jv = 0. Clearly pv=0.

Miss Kuo's Theorem implies that pp. = 0. Hence 773(G, Z)xZp ©Zp, with basis

{p, v}. As pp = Cor Res p = Cor /_, we see that Cor : 773(77, Z) -> H3(G, Z) is zero.

Claim \H\G, Z)\ =/?4. For using the first form of Res-Cor sequences:

Res Res
H3(G, Z) -► H3(H, Z) -> H3(X) -► Pf 4(G, Z) -► H\H, Z).

The first Res is epi, the second has image Zß2, of order /?. Hence |P74(G, Z)|

=p\H3(G, X)\. But

Cor                                                                               Cor
772(P7, Z) -> H2(G, Z) -> H3(G, X) -> H3(H, Z) -> H3(G, Z),

exact. By the formula for Cor in §1, we see that Cor = 0 in dimension 2.

We noted above that Cor=0 in dimension 3. As |772(G, Z)| =p2, |773(77, Z)| =/?,

so \H3(G, X)\=p3, and \H\G, Z)\ =/?4. By Proposition 6.1, a2, aß, ß2 are

independent. Let x - 774(G, Z) be a further generator.

Claim px=0. For if px = _-2 + baß+cß2, then pya = 0. This implies that __3+ba2ß

+ caß2 = 0. Asp^3, Proposition 6.1 implies that a=b = c=0. So/?x = 0 and hence

774(G, Z)zZp ®ZP®ZP® Zp, with basis {a2, aß, ß2, x).   Q.E.D.

Remark 1. The author checked Proposition 6.3 by calculating with an explicit

resolution. It was a horrible experience.

Remark 2. Theorem 6.2 was needed only to show that pH3(G, Z) = 0. We will

prove this by a different method below, so that Theorem 6.2 is not really necessary

in proving Proposition 6.3.

One can prove a few more facts using the Res-Cor sequences. From the Swan

spectral sequence [12] arising from the action A(z, w) = (£z, w), B(z, w) = (z, £w),

£ = e2"i,p, of G on S1 x S1, one gets various sequences and estimates, none of which

seem any good, except as a means of checking the results received via the spectral

sequences of group extensions. To these we now turn.

6.3. Set D = (C), G/D=LxZp ®ZP. We will study the spectral sequence of the

extension 1 -> D -> G -> P -*■ 1, following (more or less) the footsteps of Evens.

We will refer to this as the first spectral sequence. P2'^77((P, H'(D, Z)). As

D=Z(G), the action of P on H'(D, Z) is trivial.

Let y0 - H2(D, Z) be a maximal generator, and let y e E%'2 correspond to y0.

[For clarity, we will write Zp © Zp for P, and Zp for P.] From an additive point of

view,

£*.2, s H*{Zp @ Zp; Zp) a H*(Zpj Zp) g H*(Zpí Zp)>

by Kiinneth. However, the multiplication on the right-hand side differs from that

in the spectral sequence. In fact, it induces a "horizontal" multiplication

o: Ei¿2i ® El-2i -> E2+k-2i, each/>0.
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Lemma 6.4. Cup-product y: 77<(P, 77 '(_>, Z))^> H\L, Hi + 2(D, Z)) is induced

by cup-product y0: H\D, Z)** Hi+2(D, Z).

Lemma 6.5. If-n e E2-21, i e P2,2i, then i?f=yi-(7z ° F). In other words,

H*(L, H*(D, Zy) s 77*(P, Zp) ® 77*(P, Z),

as rings, for j>0.

Lemma 6.6. y: E2J -s- E2,i+2 is monoJ^O, and iso,j>0.

The proofs of these lemmas are routine, so we omit them (see [3, Chapter XII,

§6])-
We may now calculate some of the structure of E2. Let H*(L, Z)=P[a, ß] ® E(8),

a, ß as usual, a, ß e Pf-0. Let p, v e E\-2 be independent generators, and x=P ° v

e El2. As H2(G, Z) = Za® Zß, we must have d3(y) = s8, s e Z*. By Proposition

6.1, a2, aß, ß2 are linearly independent, hence d3p = d3v=0. Thus in degree 3, only

p and v survive, whence 773(G, Z) = Zp.® Zv. Of course, pp.=pv = 0. [This fills the

gap in the proof of Proposition 6.3.] d2(y2) = 2sy8 ± 0, d2(ya) = ha =t 0, d2(yß) = 8ß^0.

By Proposition 6.3, 774(G, Z) has order /?4, hence d3X=0, and 774(G, Z) = Za2

© Zaß © Z/32 © ZX.

Lemma 6.7. For suitable choice of p, v, 8, y8=ap.—ßv in E2.

Proof. In the doubly periodic resolution for L given in §3, we take cocycles

8: „03-^0, _i2-^ -1, _2i -* 1, -30-^-0,

p: _oi^y0, axo-^-0,

v. a10^y0, -oi ->0,

representing classes 8 e H3(ZP ® Zp, Z), p,ve H\ZP © Zp, H2(ZP, Zy). Thus

y8 e H3(ZP © Zp, H2(ZP, Z)) is represented by /0 o 8, where /„ : Z -> H2(ZP, Z)

map 1 ->y0 (i.e./0 = cup-product with y0). As for ap — ßv, by Lemma 3.4, cup-

product with the periodicity cocycles a, ß (here a: _10 —>-1, a01 —> 0, ß: _01 —*■ 1,

a10 -»■ 0) is just a shift two units east (resp. north). Thus by inspection, ap.—ßv is

represented by the same cocycle that represents y8.   Q.E.D.

Remark 1. One easily checks that the above a, ß correspond to the inflations

(previously called a, ß) of the standard generators of H2((A}, Z), resp. 772«P>, Z).

We tacitly assumed this in the proof.

Lemma 6.8. 8p= -ßy, 8v= -ax, 8x=0, px = ^x=0, p2 = v2=x2=0.

Proof. The projection J:Z-^-Zp induces

A : 77'(Zp © Zp, H'(ZP, Zy) -* 77'(Zp © Zp, W(ZP, Zp)\

J* is mono,_/^0, and iso, j even, >0. As in §3, we have

77*(ZP © Zp, Zp) « 77*(ZP, Zp) ® 77*(ZP, Zp) = E(Ul) ® P(vx) ® £(ua) ® P(»a),

with Azz( = vu /=!, 2.
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We take as representative cocycles ux: axo —*■ 1, aox -»■ 0, u2: aox -> 1, axo -*■ 0,

»j.: ^20 -> 1) an -+ 0, a02 ->• 0, f2: a02 -> 1, oh ->■ 0, a2o -»■ 0- Let y=./*(y). Note

that ./* preserves products. We now observe ,/*(S) = i>1w2 — i^Mx (=A(m1m2)),

J*ia) = »ii ^*(#) = Pa» •AfcO*) = y«2, •/*(")=y«i. A(x)=ywi"2- Thus

J*i8P) = iviu2-v2ux)yu2 = -v2uxu2y = -J*(ßx)-

/* mono implies that Sft= —ßx- Likewise, 8v = —ax. The other relations follow in

the same way.   Q.E.D.

We observe also that pv=yx (by Lemma 6.5). Let us now insist that y0 e H2(D, Z)

be the maximal generator given by y0: C -*■ I ¡p. As in the proof of Proposition 6.3,

if H=(B, Cy, //*(//, Z)=P[ß, y] <g> E(p), k = automorphism induced by A, then

kß=ß, ky = y+ß, ResD (y) = y0, ResD (ß) = 0.

Lemma 6.9. yp e E2,2p is a universal cycle. [N.B. There are two distinct ys, one

y e El-2, the other y e H2(H, Z).]

Proof. By the double coset formula for Jf [5], we see that

Res« JT(y) = fl (y-iß) = y'-yß'-1.
1 = 0

Hence ResD ̂ T(y) = ResD yp = y%, i.e. =y", via H2p(D, Z)xE%-2p. By Corollary II,

§1, y" is a universal cycle.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.6 now shows that yp: E2J -> E2,i+2p is an isomorphism for/>0.

Lemma6.10. £22n-0 = 2i+i=„^«^,£|'>+1-0 = 2i+, = „-1Z8a^,£*-2m+1=0(«i>0),

Ein-2 = Ii+j = n-i ZXalß' © 2,+,»„ Zyeß\ ^"+1'»-L+/- Zp^ß' ® Zv¿F- The

other terms are given by periodicity E*,z xy E*A ~ • • •.

Proof. By inspection, in view of our previous results.   Q.E.D.

Clearly E2 = E3, as odd rows are zero. We have seen that a, ß, p, v, x, yp are

universal cycles. To find £4, we must get d3. Recall that d3(y) = s8, s=a0 (/»).

Lemma 6.11. E2n-2m=0 if rn^O (/»), «j>0, «^1, El-2n = Zxym~1, «i>0, E2n-°

= Ii+i=nZa^, E\-2m = 0 if m#l (/»), m>\, E¡n + 1-2n = 0 if m^-l (/»), m^l,

«>0, £r+1'a(p-» = I,+/-„_i Za^y"-1*, £fB+1>S = 2,+í-B Za'jSy © Za'jSV ©

2i+, = n-i Za'ß^ap—ßv). The other terms are given by periodicity EfJzv"E$J+2p,

7>0.

Proof. £32n,2n = 2i+; = n Za'jSy» © 2i+i=n-i Zx^ym'x and also ££» + 1-a» =

2i+J=nZftaiJ8Vm-1 ©Zva'jSy-1. Applying c/3, we see: d3(aißiym) = msaißiym-18,

d3(x<¿Pyn ~1) = im- l)sa'^ym -2XS=0, as x8=0.

dsQi.a'ß'y"'-1) = (m-l)spa'ß'ym-28 = (m-l)sa'ßi + 1Xym-2,

asp8=-8p=ßx. Likewise, d3(vaißiym-1) = (m-l)sai + 1ßiXym-2. We deduce: The
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terms alß'ym perish if w^O (/?), as do the x^ß'ym~l if m^O (p) and z>0 or/>0.

The /xa'/SV"1"1 and aißiym-1 perish for m& 1 (/?), but

'RU,™-1.pa'ßy
i-ioy + i„m-ilfi 1ßlym-1(ap-ßv) = a'-^VS

goes to zero under z73 (S2=0). „3(ym+1S) = («2 4-l).symS, so if m^-l (/?), the

ai~1ß'ym8 perish because they are boundaries. Putting these facts together and

examining a few special cases, gives the result.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.12. ap=ßv in H*(G, Z), whence apv=ßpv = 0.

Proof. i/3(y2) = 2yS = 2(a/--j3), so ap=ß in P4. But £1-0, i+j=5, (i,j)ï(3, 2).

The first statement is now clear. As p2 = v2 = 0 H*(G, Z), p and v being of odd

degree, the second assertion follows. Done.

We have actually shown that 7/s(G, Z) = Zap © Zav © Zßp., so that ap=ßv

is the only relation in dimension 5. Let a, X be the automorphisms of G given by

a: A^B, B->A, X-.B-+B, A-+AB, respectively. a2 = l, Ap=l. Clearly

(6.13) aa = ß,    ßa = a;     ax = a,    ßx = ß + a.

Only the second part needs checking, a: A ->- 1//?, P->0, /?: yt -»0, P->-1//?.

By the definition of §1, aA = <x o A, /3A = /3 o A. So a\A) = a(AB)= l/p. a\B) = a(B) = 0.

ß\A) = ß(AB)=l/p. ß\B) = ß(B)=l/p. Done.

a and A act on 773(G, Z). Suppose pa = dp + ev, va=fp.+gv. ap = ßv implies

ßpa = ava, or ß(dp + ev) = a(fp+gv), or dßp = (f—e)ap+gav, implying d=g = 0,

f=e. p" = ev. a2=l so e2= 1, hence <?= ± 1 (everything is mod/?, of course).

The diagram (obtained from the spectral sequence) commutes:

H\ZP © Zp, #2(Zp, Z)) X El-2 » Pi,'2 s 773(G, Z)

H\ZP®ZP, H2(ZP,Z)) X E\-2 X E]¿2 X H3(G,Z).

Hence by the definition of p, v we see that pa= —v. (Since ca = c~1 implies that

a: H2(ZP, Z) -> H2(ZP, Z) is multiplication by - 1.) Thus

(6.14) pa = -v,       va = -p.

A similar argument yields

(6.15) P P- + V,

Let Ht = (AB\ C). 77=77P = <P, C>.

Lemma 6.16. Res„ p # 0, ResH v = 0.

Proof. Observe X(C) = C. Thus A = identity on 77. Thus

773(G, Z)

ResH

id.

-* 773(G, Z)

ResH

H3(H,Z) -> H3(H,Z)       commutes.
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We saw in the proof of Proposition 6.3 that ResH is onto. Let dp + ev^0 be an

element such that ResH (dp + ev) = 0. Apply A, get ResH (d(p + v) + ev)=0. Subtract,

then d ResH (v) = 0. If d^O, then Res„ v = 0. If d=0, then e^O, and so ResH v = 0

again. Thus Resi/v = 0. As ResH =^0, so ReSi/fi^O.   Q.E.D.

Observe that Ht = Ho, H0 = Ha. Applying a to Lemma 6.16 gives Res^v^O.

ResHofi=0.

Claim. ResH( (p)¥=0 if and only if z#0. Indeed, apply A* to ResHo (p) = 0. Get

ResH( (p + tv) = 0 (0<t<p). If Res,,, (p) = 0, then ResHl (>0=0, implying ResH( =0.

Contradiction. Hence ResHl (f¿)=¿0 if0<t<p. By Lemma 6.16 this holds also for

t=p. Finally, observe that in H*(Ht, Z), no element of even degree is a zero-divisor.

Thus, if f e H*(G, Z), of even degree, ResHl (£) = 0 if and only if ResHi (£ft)=0,

for r^0.

Proposition 6.17. The elements aip,ai~1ßp,..., ß'p, a2v in H2i+3(G,Z) are

linearly independent for 0^i<p.

Proof. Exactly as in Proposition 6.1. Obtain ate H2(G,Z), ResH/(at)=0 if

and only if t=j. Let I<=-{1,.. .,p} consist of i elements. Form a, = J~lisI at. Then we

see that {A,p} contains at least i+1 linearly independent elements. As the A, lie

in the span of {a'p,..., ß'p}, the latter set of i+ 1 elements is linearly independent.

As for a'v, we saw that ResHo (a'v) == 0, ResWo(akj8'fi)=0. Hence the enlarged set

{a'p,..., ß'p, a'v} is still independent.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.18. y'x e E\'2'+2 survives to Em for 0¿i<p—l.

Proof. As the fibre terms are zero, or universal cycles, need only show y'x are

universal cycles. d2i + x : E2-2i + 2 -> £|«+»+1>a is the only possibly nonzero

differential.

As £'2(f + 1)+1,2 is generated by the ai + 1fi, • • .,j8i + V>ai + 1"andi+l ^/».Proposition

6.17 implies that d2i+x(y'x)=0.   Q.E.D.

Thus, in degrees ^2/», £4 = £'00. Inspection reveals:

(6.19)   «2i=/»i + 2,   2úi<p;   cc2i + x=p'+\   ISKp-l;   a2p = pp+3.

Lemma 6.20. a2p + x=pp + 1, a2p + 2=pp + 3, aß"=ßap, app=ßpv.

Proof. As ax = l, a2=p2, inequality (6.2) gives o¡2p + 1g/»p + 1, a2p + 2g/»p + 3. The

p +1 elements ap'1p,..., ßp~ 1p, a"~1ve E2p~1,a are linearly independent and

survive to Ex (Proposition 6.17). This implies a2p + x=pp + 1. This shows also that

^2P-i(yp_18)5É0. In degree 2p + 2, there are independent generators ypa, ypß, yp~1x

e E¡-2p, and the ap + 1,..., ßp + 1, in E¡p + 2-°. As d2p.x(yp~1S)^0, there is precisely

one nontrivial relation, f(a, ß) = 0. Thus, as y"a, ypß survive to Ex, we get a2p+2

^/»p+3, implying that a2p + 2=pp+3. Thus yp_1x perishes, so d2p_x(y"- 1x)#0. This

says that there is precisely one relation among the elements apft, ap" 1ßp,...,
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ßpP, apv. To find the relations, we apply the automorphisms a and A. Thus,

/(a, ß)=0 implies f(ß, a)=0, and/(a, a+(8)=0.

Let

f(a,ß)=2cla^^-\
i = o

f(a,a + ß) =   2 C,a,(o + /S)', + 1-1 = Ct(P+ 1_/\«i+«/S» +W-<
i = 0 OSISp + l;0SiSP + l-i       \        J /

='_ z 4^:;V"-".
i'-O OgiSi'       \     *   — '      /

By uniqueness of the relation,/(A", X+ Y) = ef(X, Y), some integer e. Iteration/?

times yields ep = l, whence e=l (everything is mod/?). Thus, we may equate

coefficients :

(Oár^/? + l).   This  plus  symmetry  implies  c0 = c2= ■ ■ • =cp_! = cp + 1=0,  and

Cl + Cp=0. We may take Cx = l. Thus/(a, ß) = aßp-ßap. The relation app.=ßpv is

proved similarly.   Q.E.D.

We now have the P~ term ( = £2p). Inspection shows that

(6.21) ai+2p =pp + \,      j>0,

as previously asserted. The elements x,VX, ■ ■ ■,YP~2X are m £_• How do they

multiply? To settle this we use the Res-Cor sequences associated with 1 -> P7-> G

-></!>-^1. We know that 77*(77, Z)=P[ß,y] ® E(¡f). KesHß=ß, Res„ p=p,

and Resii^F(y) = yp-y/3p-1 (proof of Lemma 6.9). Let t = y"-yßp-1. As kß=ß,

ky = y+ß,wennd:H2,(H,Z)k = Zßi,0<i<p.H2, + 1(H,Z)k = Zpßi-\0<i<p-l,

H2p(H,Z)k = Zßp®Zl H2'(H,Z)k = Zy{, lSi<p, H2i + \H, Z)k = Zpyi~\

0<iSp.

Lemma 6.22. Cory=0, Cory'/O, ISiSp.

Proof. First observe Cor: H2i + 1(H, Z) -> H2i + 1(G, Z) is 0, 0Si<p. Indeed,

the formula Cor (Res a ■ b) = a ■ Cor b [3, Chapter XII, §8], Resa=0, imply

aCorf=0 for ¿eH*(H,Z). If ¿ e H2t+l(H,Z), then Cor £ e H2,+1(G, Z) lies

in the span of _'/_> • • • » ßlP, <*'"■ As a annihilates no nonzero combination of these

(Proposition 6.17), so a Cor ^=0 implies Cor £=0. H2,(H, Z)k = Zß\ H2i + 1(H, Zf

= Zpß'-\ show that the image of Res: H2i(G,Z) -> H2i(H,Z) has order p

(lSi<p), and order/?2 if /=/?, since 772p(77, Z)k = Zßp © Z£. By the Res-Cor

sequences :

0 -> Zp -> H2i(H, Z) -* H2i(G, X) -> H2i + »((?, Z)-+Zp^ 0, exact (1 S i </?),

0 -> Zp © Zp -> H2p(H, Z) -* 772"(G, A) -> H2p+1(G, Z)-+Zp-+ 0, exact.
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\H2'(H,Z)\=pi + 1, so by (6.19) and Lemma 6.20, we get: \H2'(G, X)\=p2',

2£i<p, \H2p(G, X)\=p2p-\ IfCor2i=0,2^z</», then

O^H2'- X(G, Z) -> H2'(G, X) -> H2i(H, Z) -* 0

were exact. This implies \H2'(G, X)\=p'p' + 1=p2i + 1, a contradiction. Therefore

Cor2i#0, and hence Cor (y')#0, 2^/</».

ResCoryp-1 = Nkyp-1=-ßp-1 implies Res (Cor ßyp'1)= -ßp¥=0. Thus if

Coryp = 0, then

0^H2p~ \G, Z) -> H2p(G, X) -> H2p(H, Z)^Zp^0

were exact. This implies p\H2p(G, X)\=p"-pp + 1=p2p + 1, or \H2p(G, X)\=p2p. A

contradiction. Hence Cor yp^0. As for Cor y=0, we may check this directly using

the formula in §1.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.23. ^V(y) has order p2.

Proof #1. As ResHJr(y) = yp-yßp-\ apply Cor, and note Cory = 0. Get

p^V(y) = Cor yp / 0, by previous result. Done.

Proof #2. Glance back at (6.1)-(6.1)"\ Clearly Cor: H°(H, Z) -> H°(G, Z) has

cokernel cyclic of order/»2. That is, H1(G, X)zZp2. We see that

\H2p(G,Z)\ èpp\H2p-\G, U)\ =pp\Hp(G, W)\

úpp\Hp-\G, V)\ =pp\H2(G, Y)\ ¿ pp + 1\H1(G, X)\ =/»p + 3.

But we know that a2p=pv + s, whence, equality holds at every stage. In particular,

HP(G, V) ™L> HP(G, W) is actually an isomorphism. So

mono
Zp2 = H\G, X) -> H2(G, Y) X Hp-\G, V) « H"(G, W)

Ä H2p-\G, U) -* H2p(G, Z).

Thus H2p(G, Z) contains an element of order p2. Now the spectral sequence,

ResCoryp = #kyp = 0, and CoryVO, plus/» Cor yp=0, and H2p(G,Z) = ZJf(y)

© ZCor yp © 2i + , = p Za'ß', show that jV(y) is of order/»2.   Q.E.D.

Remark 1. a Cor yp = 0, Res Cor yp=0 are what tell us that Cor yp £ I Za'ßK

For if so, then applying Res shows that Cory" lies in Zaß"'1 ©• • -®Zap. As

aßp = apß is the only relation in degree 2/» + 2, we see that a Cor yp = 0 implies

Coryp = 0. Contradiction.

Let Xi = Coryi + 1, 1 ̂ i<p-2. Note xf=Xt, «Xi=0. As in Remark 1, we see that

Xi is not a polynomial in a and ß. The spectral sequence implies that H2i + 2(G, Z)

= Zxi®Ik + 1 = i + iZakß',(lii<p-2).

Lemma 6.24. x¡X, = 0, Hi, j<p-2, aXi=ßxi = P'Xi = vXi=Q, xî = Xi, xt = EiXt,

ef = ± 1. ResN (x¡) = 0, for all proper subgroups N of G.
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Proof. The fact that ResH x¡ = NkX{ +1 = 0 is easily checked. The formula

Cor (Res a •/?) = _• Cor ¿? now implies X0G=0, aXi = 0> VX¡=0- (aXi)a=ßxt=0,

("Xi)a = />Xia = 0. So we need specify jg. Let xt = «iXi +/(-, /3), implying x¡ = *2Xi

+ etft(a,ß)+fi(ß,a) which in turn implies that et= ±1. ßx?=0 implies 0 = e(j-x,

+j8/¡(_, jS). jSxí is A-invariant, as <xx¡ = 0 and Xil=Xi- Hence so is ßf(a, ß). But powers

of a are the only A-invariant polynomials in degree <2p. Hence /(a, ß)=0 or

X(a = e¡Xi. This proves all but the last assertion.

We may assume N is of index /?, i.e. N=(AiBi, C), some /,/ There exists

/(«, ß) = polynomial in a, ß such that ResNf(a,ß)^0 (can take / linear). Thus

ResN/(«, ß) Res* x¡ = ResN (/(a, flxO-Res* (0)=0. Hence Res„ »-0.   Q.E.D.

Remark 2. As <c> =Z(G) is characteristic, and a, ß are inflations, it follows that

the subring Z[a, ß] is Aut (G)-invariant. The proof of Proposition 6.1 shows that

X¡ is the only element (up to constant multiple) of H2i + 2(G, Z) which has Resjv=0

for all proper N. Thus ZXi is also Aut (G)-invariant, as is the decomposition of

H2i+2(G, Z).

If/?>3, then x2 is defined, and differs from pv by a constant multiple (both are

A-invariant). Here (jj.v)a=pava=vp= —pv, so in this case e2= — 1. We now define

XP-2 = Coryp-1+/3p-1. As ResCoryp-1=-ßp-1 so Resx„-2 = 0,

Xp-2eH2p-\G,Z).

Lemma 6.25. aXp-2 = aßp~\ ßXp-2=ßap-1-xaP-2 = Xp-2, xi-2 = xP-2 + (ß+«)"-1

-ßp-\ pap-1 = pXp-2, vßp^ = vXp-2-

Proof. aCoryp_1=0, so ax„-2 = aßp-1 (*). Likewise, vxP_2 = ivj8!'-1. We check

easily that xP - 2 ¥= a polynomial in a, ß. Hence

772p-2(G,Z) = ZxP-2©     2     ZakßK
k+l=p-X

Let Xp-2 = £Xp-2+g(«,i3). Apply a to (*). Get /3x?_2=i8ap-1, or eßXp-2+ßg(a,ß)

=J8«p-1. Thus j3xp-2 = E-1(j--p-1-/3g(a,f5))=/(„,/3). But ßxP-2=ß"+ß Cory"-1

=ßp + Corßyp-1. As Cor/Sy"-1 is A-invariant, we get f(a, ß) = a"+f(a, ß).

Resxp-2 = 0. Hence f(a,ß) has no j8p-term. A small calculation now gives

f(a,ß)=ßap~1, i.e. /3xP_2=j8o£p_1. A further, smaller calculation proves e—1,

Finally, applying a to vßp~1=vxP-2 yields pa"~1=pxP-2-   Q.E.D.

Observe that Lemma 6.25 implies that aß"=ßap, and app=ßpv. Note also that

cup-product with ^F(y) is a monomorphism (by the spectral sequence). We can

summarize our conclusions in one statement:

Theorem 6.26. The cohomology ring of

G = (A,B:Ap = Bp = [A, B]p = [A, [A, B]] = [B, [A, B]] = I),

for p odd, is as follows: H*(G, Z) = Z[a, ß, p., v, £, xi, Xa> • • •» Xt>-a\, deg « = deg ß

= 2, deg p = deg v = 3, deg £=2/?, degXi=2z'+2, wz'/« relations: (0) pa=pß=pp
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=pv=pXi=p2i = 0, (1) ap = ßv, (2) app = ßpv, (3) p2 = v2 = 0, (4) XíX, = <*Xí = |8xí

-MX«-^i-0, lSUj<p-2, (5) XíXp-2 = 0, l_z</?-2, x?-2 = «p-1/Sp-1, (6)

«XP-2 = «j8p-1, jSxp-2 = /3-p-1, (7) fw"-1-/^.» ^"-^vxp-2, (8) «^-/S«".

If p>3, then X2 = dp-v, for some deZ^; if p = 3, then p£ = epv, some eeZ*.

a, X act as follows:

(i) aa = ß, p?=-v, xf = £,Xi, ef=±l,ep-2=l,£2=-l ifp>3,

(ii) -A = «,i8A = iS + a,^ = /- + v,xtA = Xí,l-/<7'-2,Xp-2-Xp-2 + (j3 + «)p-1-i3p-1,

£* = £.

77ere a, A : G^G are: a:A->B, B -> A, X:B->B, A-^ AB. If H=(B,C)

(where C=[A, B] = B'1A~1BA, yeH2(H,Z) corresponding to C-+l/p, B-^0),

we may take x( = Cor yi+1, lgz'</?-2, xP-2 = Cor y^ + jS"-1, anz/ £ = ^F(y).

Proof. Almost all done in the lemmas, except for a few easy exercises.   Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) Of course, the above relations are not mutually independent.

Thus, for example, (6) implies (8) ; (6), (7) imply (2).

Corollary 6.27.

exponent Hn(G, Z) = p     if 2p\n,

= p2   if 2p\n.

6.4. It is of interest to calculate the spectral sequence of

(*) l->P7^G-></l>-^l   (split),       H=(B,Cy.

We will call it the second spectral sequence. Set ¿tf=H*(H, Z)=P[ß, y] <g> £(/*),

and £=yp-y9p-1. As before, kß=ß,ky=y+ß, kp = p. Note /c£ = £. We will often

write Zp for (A}, Zp ® Zp for P7, and will identify E$->'zH'(Zp ® Zp, Z)k.

Lemma 6.28.

(1) E2-' x Zp    /, j > 0,   j & 0   (p-l)   and even,

x 0     i,j > 0,   j = 0   (p-l)   and even.

(2) dk = P[ß, £] ® E(p).

(3) Ns/ = ß"-1^".

(4) N^=2y^k.
( = 0

(5) j/*-1 - ßNs/.

Proof.

-V _ 7P(ZP, W(ZP © Zp, Z)) = H°((k), W(ZP ® Zp, Z)),      i even, > 0,

= H - *«*>, H'(ZP ® Zp, Z)),   i odd, > 0.

Thus (2), (3), (4), (5) imply (1), by inspection. Obviously, ¿¿k=>P[ß, £] ® EQf).
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iß or ffi invariant implies i invariant. So if £es/k, we may suppose £ = yn

+ an.xyn-xß+ ■ ■ ■ +a0ßn. By Newton's formulas, if jr=lr + 2r+ • ■ • +(p-l)r, we

have

(6.29) sr = 0 [if r # 0 (/»-1)] = -1 [if r = 0 (/»-1)].

f» - 2 «¿r+W^fo. - -l] = yn+(an-1 + (j))y"-1i9+---= t

so equating coefficients gives «=0 (/»). Say, n=pn0. Form £—ln°=ßg. This is

invariant, implying f ' is invariant. By induction on degrees, f ' e />[/?, £], hence so is

f. This proves (2).

AVP = 2 (/+#)" = Î (nI)^yn'kßk-
;=0 fc = l   Vf/

For «</»— 1, this is 0; for «=/»- 1, it is —ß"'1. Thus:

Tvy = 0, 1 < i </»-l,
(6.30) '-^-x,    i = p-l.

If f 6j/fc, then N(^) = iN(rj). By (6.30), if |ejtffc, Ar(yp-1fí=-/3,,-1f Hence

NsJ^ßp~1s/k. To show the reverse inclusion, it clearly suffices to prove:

f3p-1|Afyn(^)forall«>0. For then Nyn=ßp-1Cn, and Nyn e s/k implies inesfk.

If «</», we are done, by (6.30). If «>/», then yn = yn-p^-|-j8p_1y'l"p+1> implying

nyn = «(yn-pX + /3p-1A/(y'l-p + 1). ($) now follows by induction. This proves (3).

Next, let i e Ns/, i.e. N£ = 0. We can suppose £ = yn + axyn _1ß-\-. We saw that

|3p-1|Af»7 for all r¡. 0 = N£ = Nyn + axNyn-1-ß+ ■ ■ -, hence ßp\Nyn. Write n = c0

+ cxp + c2p2+ ■ • -, 0^c,</>. We know that Ay, = Cn>1i1yn-1f?4-Cn,2j2yn-2)S2 + • • •

= -Cn,p_1yn-p+1/Sp"^multiple of ßp. ßp\Nyn implies Cn>p_!=0 implies c0<p-l

[20, p. 5]. Write n = c0+pn0. Then yco£"o=yn-c1y''-'' + 1j8p-1 + • • -, and N(yc°r,n°)

=0, as I e $tk and c0<p- 1, by (6.30). Thus Ni=0 implies #(£-/« £»=0; and

degree (f —yco£no)< degree £. By induction (— yco£no e 2f=o2 y'^fc. Hence so is £,

since c0</»-l. This proves ¿^£2f= o2 y'^fc. By (6.30) the opposite inclusion

holds as well. This proves (4).

yk-1=ß, (y2)k~1 = 2yß+ß2,.... This proves y'ße^'1, Q£i<p-l. As

^V^Çj/11-1, we see by (4) that s/k~1^ßNs/. For the reverse inclusion, it

suffices to show (yn)k_1 e ßN for all «>0. If «</», this is easy by (6.30). If «>/»,

(y")fc-i = (r"-p)*-1£+fC>p-1(y'l-p + 1),c-1, an(j we conclude by induction. This proves

(5).   Q.E.D.
E27¿H*(ZP, sí) as bigraded rings, up to a sign (see §1). The multiplication in

H*(ZP,$4) is given as follows: [3, Chapter XII, §7]. Let aeH2(Z„,Z) he the

maximal generator corresponding to A -> 1 //». Then af: s/k/Ns/ => H2'(ZP, si).
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a': ns4/s¿k-1^H2i-\ZP, j/).lfr¡e H*(ZP, ¿é), £ e 77*(ZP, sí) are homogeneous

cohomology classes represented by a (resp. ¿?) e se, then -ne, is represented by

ab if deg r¡ or deg i is even,

2     ak'bkl   if deg r¡ and deg £ are odd.
osi< j<P

This shows that a: E2-¡ ̂  E2+2-' is iso for z>0. It is easy to check that £: E'2->

_>£|.í + 2p js jso for /5y>o. Let xep2'3 correspond to pesé3, v^El-2* to y',

lSi<p, and aeEl-2p to I

Lemma 6.32. 7« P2,

(1) ßVl = ßx=ßa = 0,     1  Si < p-l.

(2) a2 = v2 = x2 = px = 0,

viX = aßp   (P = 3).

= 0      /? > 3.

Proof. /sVj corresponds to ß^estf"'1 if i<p—l. Therefore ßvi=0. ßy corre-

sponds to ßpesek~1 implies ßx=0. Likewise, ßt,esak~1 implies ßa=0. This

proves (1). We leave (2) as an exercise, and will prove (3).

Suppose /?>3. Then as vx corresponds to y, and x to p, using the rule (6.31),

v±x corresponds to 2os¡<,<p yk'pki= — s2pß. p>3 implies 52 = 0, /? = 3 implies

_a—— 1. Thus/?>3 implies vlX=0. If/? = 3, since vlX - Pf'5, and aßpeE2-5 also

corresponds to pß, so vlX = aßp.    Q.E.D.

Definition. If zz, v are quantities, we say u=v if and only if u = ev, e eZ$.

Lemma 6.33. d2(v2) = -x, d2(v¡) = apv¡ _2, 3Si<p — 2, d2(pv¡) = 0, 1 S i <p — 1 •

Proof. We know that a2 = a3=p2, ai=pi. This shows that a, ß, yu p., x survive

to P~. a5=p3 implies v2 perishes. As a3, a2ß are linearly independent, d2(v2) = d3(v2)

= 0, d5(v2)=£0, or d2(v2) = 0, d3(v2)=£0 are not possible, implying d2(v2) = aX. We

now proceed inductively, using (1) our knowledge of the o¡¡, (2) the linear inde-

pendence of the {akß1} and {akß'p} u {ak + lv}, in certain ranges. We omit details.

Done.

Let E<£} = E°;n © E1^"-1 ©• • • © P£° in this order.

Corollary 6.34. E3 = EX in dimensions S2p.

&*> = Zß2 ®ZX® Zaß © Za2.

£g» = Zßl + ZpVi_2 © Za/S'-1 © Za2/?'"2 ©■ • • © Za\    3 S i S P- I-

_?*" = Zß'-'p © Zaß(-2p ® Za2ß'-3p ©• • •© Za'-V © Za'-\

2 S i Sp-2.

P_p) = Z£ © Zj8p + Z,_Vp_2 © Za,_vp_3 © Za2ßp~2 ® Za3ßp~3 ©• • • © Zap.
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Comparing with Theorem 6.26 and its lemmas, we see that x¡e H*(G, Z)

projects onto pvt_x, 2^i^p — 2. Notation: ?r(xi) = f"'i-2. Also -n(p) = p, tt(v)=vx.

Lemma 6.34. d2(d) = apvp_2.

Proof. As 7r(Coryp) = ftVp_2 (easily checked), and aCoryp=0, so afivp_2 must

be zero in EK. But apvp_2 is a universal cycle. Therefore it must be hit from behind.

The only possibility is d2(o) = apvp_2.   Q.E.D.

It is now easy to see that E3 = EX. At this point we leave the second spectral

sequence.

6.5. Final remark. Consider the three statements (a) G^H, (b) ZG^ZH as

rings, (c) H*(G, Z)^H*(H, Z) as rings. Does (b) imply (a)? This is called the

group ring problem, and is unsolved, although the answer is yes for special classes

of groups. Using Yoneda's definition of group cohomology in terms of long exact

sequences [see MacLane's Homology, Chapter HI] one sees that H*(G, Z) (as ring)

is determined by the augmented ring ZG J+ Z. Moreover, any ring isomorphism

6: ZGz^ZH may be modified so as to commute with augmentation. Thus,

E2 term, second spectral sequence (case p = 5)

5-o-¿C-era-a*r-aJo-<*3£-a3o-a'C-a

I

o-a5{-

ftßi-w*3-H?-l*aV3—rfP—I1*?'"3—^ß-—l*»3«»—l^'ß3—(i«'v2— im*ß

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

ftß*-ltv2-/ío¡/¡?-fiav2-Ita'B--fiaV,-¡ta3ßi-lta3v2—/«V-—f<*4"2—P^ß-

-v3-aßl-ov3-a?ß3--a2v3-a'fi-«3v3-a4j83-a«v3-a»/S3-

liß-ftví-liaß-(laVj-na2ß-(«["v,-lto?ß-U.a3v,-fta'ß— na'v,—t*a5ß-

-v2-aß*-av2-a'ß'--erS-a3ß2-a3v2-a'ß2-a4va-«5ß?-

li-x-«F-aX-«V-«'X-«¡V-«3X-«V-«'X-«V

fi-ap-av¡-crp-a'v,-erp-a' vl-crp-a'e,-w

o—o-o-o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o-

-O-«-O-<"--O-"--O-«'-O-«'

boldface elements do not survive to E3 = E*
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(b) implies (c). For non-/? groups, (c) implies (a) is false, as shown by Alperin and

Atiyah (unpublished) [essentially because 1 ->-A^ ̂-G->-A->-1, exact, (|JV|, \K\)

= 1, implies H*(G,Z)^H*(K,Z)@H*(N,Z)k, as rings]. For /?-groups, (c)

implies (a) may be true. Certainly our results show that (c) implies (a) for groups of

order p3 ; in fact, H2 and 773 suffice to determine G. Note also that groups of types

I and II have the same character table [Burnside, Theory of groups, p. 319,

Exercise 4], but different cohomology rings.
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